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Omaha Pubuc Pone Distnct

444 South 16th Street wil
Omaha NE68102 2247

August 13, 1997
LIC-97-0129

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, DC 20555

| Reference: Docket No. 50-285

1

| Subject: Licensee Event Report 97-004 Revision 1 for the Fort Calhoun
Station

Please find attached Licensee Event Report 97-004 Revision 1 dated
August 13, 1997. This report is being submitted pursuant to
10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (ii) . If you should have any questions, please
contact me.

Sincerely,
d

S. i. Gambhir
Division Manager
Engineering & Operation Support
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Fort Calhoun Station Unit No.1 05000285 10F5

Diesel Generator Outside of Design Basis due to a Violation of Appendix R
_
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OPERATING THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFRS (ChetA one or more)(11)
MODE (9) 4 20 2201(td 20 2203(aH2HW SO 73(aH2HO 50 73(aH2Hviid
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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, to., approumately 15 single-spad tyoewntten lines)(16)

During an April 1997 review of the equipment credited for Control Room / cable
Spreading Room fire safe shutdown, it was determined that the Diesel Generator
No. 2 (DG-2) speed sensing circuit's analog output was not capable of being
isolated from the Control Room / Cable Spreading Room. A fire in the Control Room
could have caused a short circuit of the tachometer or applied 120 VAC or 130
VDC voltage across the speed sensing switch tachometer loop output terminals,
which could have damaged the speed switch built-in power supply. In addition to
providing output to the tachometer circuit, the speed sensing switch also
prevides power to four set-point relays. Three of these four relays function to
prevent the secondary air start motor from engaging if the engine exceeds 40
rpm, disengage the air start motors and open the DG-2 outside air dampers at
100 rpm, and flash the c enerator field at 750 rpm. Since the speed sensing
switch has a common bui)lt-in power supply for the tachometer circuit as well as
for the set-point relays, its damage could have resulted in not only the
tachometer circuit becoming inoperable, bu' also could have deenergized or
rendered the set-point relay circuits inoperable. This could have adversely
affected the operation of the DG-2. The issue does not involve any common mode
failure, only DG-2 is credited for meeting the Appendix R requirements.

_
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BACKGROUND

Speed sensor YE-6148 provides DG-2 engine speed indication (in rpm) and input
to DG-2 speed based auxiliary component control functions. The engine speed
indication is part of the instrumentation used by the operators for proper
engine operation and manual engine centrol, when necessary. The speed sensing !
device provides a 0-1500 rpm analog speed indication on three control panel
tachometers. These are control Room panel AI-30B Diesel Sequencer Safety and
Test Panel B in the control Room, AI-133B Diesel Generator No 2 - Local
Control Panel, and D2 - Local Control Panel.

The control portion of the speed sensor operates certain DG-2 auxiliaries and
annunciation / annunciation interlocks at specific engine speeds. The control
actions are:

1. De-energize the engine immersion heater (engine pre-warm before starting)
at 40 rpm.

2. Prevent the secondary air start motor from engaging if the engine exceeds
40 rpm.

3. Disengage the air start motors at 100 rpm.
4. Deenergize the governor booster pump motor at 100 rpm.
5. Open the DG-2 outside air dampers at 100 rpm.
6. Flash the generator field at 750 rpm.
7. Stop VA-528, the DG-2 room ventilation fan.

The following are annunciation / annunciation interlocks that have speed sensing
inputs:

1. Engine Stop Light (40 rpm)
2. Engine Start /Stop Computer Input (40 rpm)
3. Engine Running Computer Input (100 rpm)
4. Lube Oil Pressure Alarm Interlock (750 rpm)
5. Jacket Water Pressure Alarm Interlock (750 rpm)
6. Fuel Oil Pressure Alarm Interlock (750 rpm)

The'DG-2 speed sensing _ circuit is comprised of a Syncro-Start Products, Inc.
:Model ESSB speed switch that uses a magnetic pickup speed ~ sensor to measure
engine speed and generate the necessary analog speed signal and control
functions. The analoo speed output is a 0-1.0 mA current-instrument loop (Y-
6148). The control functions are generated by three relays that de-energize at
the.engl. speeds defined above to provide the necessary control and5

indication functions. The speed sensing circuit uses 130 VDC power from
Station Battery No. 2 tn power the indication and control circuit. A smart
fire induced failure could have rendered-the control circuits and relays
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j inoperable. However, the ability to predict how the control relays would fail

is uncertain.
> e

i EVENT DESCRIPTION :
1

During a review of the equipment credited for a Control Room or Cable !
; Spreading Room fire safe shutdown (to determine the need for early action to
; protect the equipment before the Control Room is evacuated), it wra determined
1- that the DG-2. speed sensing circuit's analog (tachometer) output was not
1 capable of being isolated from the Control Room or Cable Spreading Room. A

tire in the Control Room could have caused a short circuit of the tachometer
,

or it could have applied 120 VAC or 130 VDC voltage across the speed sensing*

switch tachometer loop output terminals, which could damage the speed switch
built-in power supply or associated control circuits. In addition to providing-

i output to the tachometer circuit, the speed sensing switch also provides power
to four set-point relays. Three of these four relays, at their adjusted set-,

4 points, function to prevent the secondary air start motor from engaging if the
,

|
j engine exceeds 40 rpm, disengage the air start motors and open the DG-2
; outside air dampers at 100 rpm, and flash the generator field at 750 rpm.
. Since the speed sensing switch has a common built-in power supply for the
j tachometer. circuit as well as for the set-point relays, damage tc the speed
i sensing switch could have resulted in not only the tachometer circuit becoming

,

J inoperable, but also could adversely.affected set-point relay operation. This
could have adversely affected the operation of DG-2.

| -On May 5, 1997, this information was brought to the Plant Review Committee
-(PRC) for a reportability review. At 1036 Central Daylight Time (CDT), the PRC
determined that this condition constituted a condition where the plant could
have been outside of the plant design basis during operation. A four-hour non-

,

emergency report was made to the NRC Operations Center pursuant to 10 CFR
50.72 (b) (2) (1) on May 5, 1997, at 1232 Eastern Daylight Time (EDT). This
report is being submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (ii) (B) .

SAFETY ASSESSMAJT

j Little or no relative increase in safe shutdown risk would result from the
i .-unlikely event of a diesel tachometer circuit failure. Evaluation has shown

that the diesel generator (DG) is not required in the first four hours to ,,

'safely shutdown the plant. When considering the worst case cable fault
conditions, the diesel generator can be repaired within four hours. Should the.

; DG not be recoverable, for whatever reason, an additional means to maintain
: Reactor Coolant System (RCS) inventory control can be provided by an alternate
j power source which would not be impacted by a Cable Spreading Room fire.

|
5 .
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! The DG fire safe shutdown functions are 1) to power the credited charging pump
4

(CH-18) for RCS inventory and reactivity control, and 2) to powr pressurizer
heaters for RCS pressure control. *

'
i

The DG would not be needed to provide potter to CH-1B or pressurizer heaters
; during the first four hours of an Appendix R incident for the following

. reasons:

1) With normal plant leakage the loss of CH-1B for a four hour period will
not result in a detrimental inventory loss (core uncovery).

3) Decay heat removal for maintaining RCS inventory in hot shutdown can be
supplied by one of two diverse auxiliary feedwater sources. Either a
credited and proceduralized steam driven Auxiliary FeedWater (AFW) pump or;

; through the diesel driven AFW pump.

3) Boration, which normally occurs through the charging pumps, is not

j required while in hot shutdown,

i Testing of the DG speed sensing circuit has revealed that only a hot short
; would cause the speed sensing circuit to fail Tachometer cable opens, shorts,

and grounds do not adversely affect the speed sensing circuit relays. In the,

: unlikely event that defense in depth barriers such as administrative controls,

] fire detection and suppression equipment and fire brigade mitigation efforts
fail, and the DG-2 tachometer cable hot shorts so as to adversely impact the

*
DG-2 speed sensing circuitry, DG-2 would still be able to be started and
loaded within about 10 minutes in most cases and within 2 to 4 hours in the,

most adverse case. Starting either DG under adverse conditions, as described,
is proceduralized and a part of operator training.

.

Finally, FCS has been designed with a third offsite power source (13.8 KV)
that is independent from the normal (161 and 345 KV) offsite power supplies.
This third supply can be connected to the 400V busses to allow power to be
supplied to CH-1B.

iherefore, little or no relative increase in safe shutdown risk would result
from the un.'.ikely event of a diesel tachometer circuit failure.

CONCLUSIONS

The root cause was determined to be a lack of depth in preparirg and
evaluating the original design. The switch that isolates the DG-2 controls
from the Control Room is 183-MES/D2 The original fire safe shutdown analysis
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incorrectly cobuluded that the 183-MES/D2 switch isolated required circuits
necessary to run the diesel from the L1 ternate shutdown panel, including the
tachometer circuit.

Reliance on the fact that the 183-MES/D2 switch isolates required circuits
necessary to operate the diesel from the alternate shutdown panel (FSAR),
despite having an opportunity to later review the issce, was a contributing
cause. Specifically, in 1978, OPPD contracted with an A/E firm to review the
adequacy of plant design as it relates to fire safe shutdown. Their report,
which identified the deficiencies of Fort Calhoun to meet the alternate
shutdown capabilities, relied heavily on the FSAR and also-did not identify
the'need to isolate the dies.el speed switch circuitry (tachemeter) located in
the Control Room.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. A modification was completed on May 7, 1997 to provide the ability to
isolate the control Room located tachometer from the DG-2 speed sensing
circuit prior to reaching 300'F from the April 21, 1997 forced outage.
Associated AOP-6' instructions were included to isolate the Control Room
tachometer circuit.

2. A cable routing review & been performed to determine the liot of
equipment which must be aclated from the Control Room / Cable Spreading
Room during a Design Basis fire. No cdditional items were identified. The
review was completed on June 30, 1997.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVFNTS

There have been no other events similar to this at Fort Celhoun Station.
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